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We have been working around 25 hours on our project Mujer Empoderada,
Sociedad Salvada; which consists on raising awareness about the
inequality that exists in society. We want to improve the situation for many
people, and create a healthier environment. The project has been carried
out through digital media such as Instagram, podcasts, and forms. On the
digital media sources, we focused on sharing many current problems of
inequalities and abuses such as microviolence, microaggressions, types of
violence, and it's prevention. We also shared information about women
and their commemorative days. 

O U R  O B J E C T I V E S
General objective: Raise public awareness of the injustice that exists in society.
Specific objectives: Promote a place where people can freely share their stories and make society aware
of the injustice and devaluations that  often occur.

We focused on gender equality and reduced inequalities since we are providing
consciousness about these issues in Guatemala. We were able to accomplish our
goal of bringing public awareness, through our podcasts, and social networks to
make society understand that these problems are real. By bringing awareness, we
also want to try to stop abusive and violent behaviors. Diffusion about this topic
will help citizens to take better actions and promote a healthy and free
environment in all areas of life, creating a responsible and inclusive community.

W H Y  W E  A R E  D O I N G  T H I S

Our project has involved specialized people such as psychologists and gynecologists, through interviews
about information of women and abuse, to bring more awareness of the problems. We have also engaged
other people through social media by using Google forms, so they could share their personal experiences.
We have tried to involve and reach out to our community, hoping to improve the awareness of this topic.

I M P A C T  O F  T H E  P R O J E C T

Based on the UN, "one in three women in the world experiences physical or sexual violence from a very young age"
(UNO, 2021). As we see, many people suffer from aggressive actions and injustice. Guatemala "ranks eighth as the
most violent country in the world with respect to femicides. “Of a total of 136 countries with data collected for the
first years of the 21st century, Guatemala appears with an average annual rate of 8.5 homicides per 100,000 women”
(Diálogos, 2021). We are disheartened to see that our country is one of the most violent. However, we wanted to put
our grain of salt and help improve the situation with awareness at least in our community. With our project we
hope we can continue to have an effect and make a change.
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With our project our main goal was having an impact and creating awareness in the society around us.
This meant that, it was crucial for us to have an impact with not only the information we were sharing
but also with the podcasts as well. In the end, we had great results. It is evident by the way we increased
our followers on social media. Another way to demonstrate success is when people came up to us to
share how much they liked our project and what we are doing with these stories. Something that was not
as successful were the podcasts. Although, some people listened to them, there were not many, so there
was not a large amount of people who actually listened but we will keep working to change this. 

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

Sofía Gallardo
In this whole experience, I learned that it is extremely important to establish a safe space
for people around us, mainly our friends. Some people feel like they cannot speak about
situations regarding abuse because it is hard to share personal experiences. I want to
change that, and keep helping others. I also learned that it is important to keep in mind
that women are not the only ones who suffer from abuse, but men do as well, and their
feelings cannot be invalidated because of opinions. 

Alexia Castillo
I learned that many people feel
encouraged to speak out when
others are doing it as well. This
means that our project helped some
people step out of their comfort
zone to share their story which
encouraged others to do so as well. 

Karen Dicker
What I learned in my
project is to plan a podcast
on a topic that really
interests us. Additionally,
how to organize activities
on a schedule, and  that
women have the right of
expression.

Juan Diego García
What I learned in my project is that
many women and men suffer from
different types of unfair treatment,
and  they usually are afraid to speak
about it. Also, that people usually
speak more about their problems
when there is a bigger group of people.

María Fernanda Noriega
With the project, I learned there needs to be a
safe and comfortable environment for people to
express themselves. It is important to share our
stories because it is the best way for people to
understand what is happening in society, to
create real awareness, and create solutions. It
also helped me to improve some skills such as
organization and dedication. 
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H I G H L I G H T  O F  O U R
E X P E R I E N C E

Our project can remain sustainable because all of
the resources in social media will continue to exist
and people will be able to access it and read it. The
link for sharing their stories of injustice will also
remain accessible for anyone who wants to fill it. The
podcasts we made will also continue to exist and
people will be able to listen freely to them. 

The most prominent experience until now is that with
the information collected was shared with the public
and community that surrounds us. The project also
helped us learn many things such as having new
points of view, consciousness, and organization skills.
We are pleased and thankful that we had the
opportunity to share this experience with the
community, create awareness, and try to improve the
environment.


